Sarah Kovner's Occupying Power explores the Allied Occupation after World War II as a turning point in Japanese society's understanding of the social significance of sex work. In the prewar period, prostitution in Japan had been licensed and regulated, and it was understood as an acceptable way for poor women to support their families through the sacrifice of their chastity via a form of indentured servitude. In the aftermath of World War II, however, the sex industry took on a very different set of connotations. The influx of soldiers from various Allied countries provided desperately needed economic stimulus to port towns while simultaneously confronting local populations with the specter of fraternization of foreign men with local women, thus rendering highly visible what had heretofore been confined to the seclusion of the licensed quarters.
Kovner's study demonstrates how Japan's defeat in war and precarious political positioning as quasi protectorate of the United States during the Cold War altered the terms of debate over sex work, ultimately transforming it in the eyes of Japanese society from a "necessary evil" to a source of moral panic. Although the majority of the book focuses on the years during and immediately after the Occupation, there is also an interesting final chapter ("The Presence of the Past") that brings discussion up to the present day, situating regulation of the sex industry in Japan within international trends that have shaped and informed discourses of sex work as a source of moral threat.
Kovner does an excellent job of mapping the complex negotiations between occupier and occupied that shaped the debate over prostitution in Japan both historically and geographically. She demonstrates that Occupation-era policy to regulate the sex industry was a product not only of Japan's own history of commodification of sexuality both domestically and in its Asian colonies but also of policies implemented by the military commands of the various nations that participated in the Allied Occupation. Kovner's persistent attempt to complicate the perception of the Occupation as an exclusively American endeavor alone is worth the price of admission. Crucially, she is also keen to trouble the perception of sex work as a one-way transaction between victim and victimizer, instead sketching an intricate web of power relationships between sex workers and their clients that resulted in a wide variety of experiences-from the very intimate (marriage and long-term, exclusive relationships between Japanese women and foreign soldiers) to the most predatory (rape, abuse, and other forms of degradation). Because of the book's nuanced and academic approach to its subject matter, it is likely to be of interest primarily to scholars of Japanese and East Asian history, as well as gender and sexuality studies.
McLelland's Love, Sex, and Democracy is primarily devoted to a close reading of Occupation-era articles published in popular magazines and journals, with particular attention to the (re)construction of sexuality and romance as part of the larger project of postwar democratization. While most chapters discuss heterosexual encounters both inside and outside the bonds of matrimony, there is also a fascinating final chapter titled "Curiosity Hunting" that details popular press depictions of minority sexualities and sexual practices, supplementing the prolific body of work previously published by McLelland on this topic in other venues. These substantive chapters are prefaced by a brief introduction that lays out the theoretical framework and parameters for the book, as well as an extensive historical introduction to the topic (chapter 1) that offers a helpful primer for the nonspecialist on love, sex, and marriage in Japan prior to the conclusion of World War II.
The author's prose is engaging and highly accessible, making this book useful not merely for the specialist on Japanese or East Asian culture but also for scholars of comparative culture or of gender and sexuality studies with little knowledge of this region. Undergraduate students and educated lay readers will also find much of interest here, thanks both to the author's generous provision of background information and to the book's primary focus on description and close reading of primary source material. While McLelland analyzes this material in part through reference to the "techniques of the body" developed in the theoretical work of Marcel Mauss and Pierre Bourdieu, scholars expecting a heavily theory-driven tome will not find that here. Instead, McLelland lets the texts speak for themselves, intervening where necessary to explicate nuances of meaning or significance. As a result, he makes available to the general reader the vast trove of source material on early postwar Japanese sexual culture housed in the Gordon W. Prange Collection of the University of Maryland libraries, a service that should be particularly welcome to those who lack the linguistic skill or geographical proximity to mine its riches themselves.
In the process, the book makes a number of important contributions to scholarship on the history of gender and sexuality in Japanese culture. First and perhaps most importantly, McLelland exposes heterosexuality itself and many of the Western romantic conventions associated with it-dating, kissing, and other public displays of affection-as undeniably queer. At least they appeared so during the Occupation period to the Japanese, who had no such cultural tradition and had to learn these practices from instruction manuals, as well as observation of foreign GIs cavorting openly with their Japanese girlfriends. Importantly, the book's focus is on the way these newly introduced courtship dynamics influenced relationships between Japanese men and women, rather than the cross-cultural pairings that have figured so prominently in much other scholarship on this period. Finally, he highlights the connections made by both Japanese and American authorities, implicitly and explicitly, between "kissing" and "democracy"-that is, between Western conventions of heterosexual romance and equality of the sexes-while nevertheless demonstrating the sexual inequality that lurked beneath the surface of this rhetoric. This monograph, focusing on bigamy in the French county of Champagne during the fifteenth century, represents Sara McDougall's contribution to the very lively discussion of the late medieval "marriage crisis." For McDougall, bigamy was not a sign of a cavalier attitude toward marriage but rather the opposite. Through in-depth analyses of the historical and anthropological contexts of medieval marriage, and based on records from the diocesan court of Troyes, she argues that laypeople understood and valued the sacrament. To achieve religiously sanctioned marriage, bigamists might conveniently forget previous espousals, bribe priests, and even commit perjury. Church courts might in turn, as in Troyes, prosecute, convict, and punish them with fines or with humiliating exposure on the ladder to the scaffold. According to McDougall, men found the risk worth taking. The episcopal registers of Troyes provide evidence for "over a hundred" investigations of alleged bigamy (5). Those prosecuted did not come from the upper classes but instead were barbers, clerks, and linen weavers. They were typically older, nonlocal men. Examples, such as that of Barthélémy Bouvier (who went to great lengths to marry Jeannette, a wealthy widow, despite the fact that he was still married to a very much alive Paquette Gareva), animate her analysis and make these people and their marital problems more real. Having examined "bigamous husbands," McDougall turns to "abandoned wives." Church courts, it turns out, treated women with two husbands more leniently than their male counterparts. Evidently, bigamously married women were felt to be only slightly less problematic than unmarried ones.
I am not sure, however, that McDougall's thesis needs proving. That there was so much marriage litigation is itself evidence that medieval Europeans believed in marriage, although, admittedly, distinguishing spirituality
